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Abstract 
 

Flight Test Evaluation of Elevator Stick Force Gradients on General Aviation Aircraft 

Author: Isaac Lee Faust 

Advisor: Brian Kish, Ph.D. 

The objective of this research is to establish a suitable method of changing elevator stick 

force gradients on a Piper Warrior II. After finding a range of stick force gradients, the 

gradients will later be evaluated to get handling qualities ratings. A stick force gradient is 

the change in stick force as the airspeed deviates from trim condition. An aircraft’s yoke 

force gives pilots haptic feedback which improves their situational awareness without the 

need to assess instrument readings. A high stick force gradient will give the pilots a lot of 

feedback but will require more physical exertion to fly the airplane. A low stick force 

gradient will make the aircraft easy to maneuver but will reduce the amount of response to 

the pilot. This research tested six varying stick force gradients in a climb, cruise, and 

approach configuration in an experimental Piper Warrior II. The project adjusts the stick 

force gradients by varying the elevator trim tab linkage length. It was estimated a shorter 

linkage would decrease the stick force gradient, while a longer one would increase the 

gradient. The research determines how the aircraft gradients change with the changing trim 

tab length and establishes a safe range of lengths for future testing. A future project will 

take a sample of pilots to fly the gradients and rate the handling qualities utilizing the 

Cooper-Harper scale. The stick force gradient was definitively altered utilizing varying 

stabilator trim linkage lengths. Although, on average, a longer linkage provided a higher 

stick force gradient, there was no consistent pattern between linkage length and stick force 

gradient. Changing the linkage length is a safe but not effective method to get a consistent 

range of stick force gradients for a pilot sample to rate handling qualities. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and History 

A stick force gradient is the change in yoke force as the aircraft’s airspeed deviates 

from trim condition. An aircraft’s yoke force gives pilots haptic feedback which improves 

their situational awareness without the need to assess instrument readings. A stick force 

gradient must provide a positive (pull) force when airspeed is lower than the trim airspeed 

and a negative (push) force when airspeed is higher than the trim speed. A stick force 

gradient that is zero provides no haptic feedback forces to the pilot at any airspeed 

regardless of trim. A positive slope stick force gradient creates an unstable aircraft. These 

cases are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Stick Force Stability Gradient [13] 

The current FAA regulation §23.173 [12] states, “The stick force must vary with 

speed so that any substantial speed change results in a stick force clearly perceptible to the 
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pilot.” It also asserts a 40 pound limit to the control force to obtain any airspeed in the 

normal flight envelope. These are the only regulations that apply to the stick force gradient 

when designing a new Part 23, general aviation, aircraft. Perceptible force to the pilot is 

subjective and does not lay out definitive values for what the stick force gradient should 

be. 

A 2012 thesis by Bromfield analyzed the stick force gradients by comparing a 

Cessna 152 and a Cessna 150M [10]. It was found that the Cessna 150 had a much lower 

stick force gradient than the Cessna 152. Historical data also shows that the Cessna 150 has 

more than fifteen times the accident rate as the 152. Bromfield states, “Aeroplane models 

with stick force gradients > 0.1 daN/kt [1 daN is equivalent to 2.25 lbf] and 

correspondingly higher levels of pull force to stall, were associated with superior, in 

service safety records”. There is a correlation between a higher stick force gradient and 

lower accident rates with two otherwise similar aircraft. This research also shows that the 

stick force gradient can change dramatically in different flight configurations, especially 

when flaps are lowered. The Cessna 150M had a stick force gradient of -0.066 daN/kt in 

cruise and a -0.020 daN/kt gradient in a landing configuration with full flaps deployed. 

This shows the importance of testing the aircraft’s stick force in different phases of flight. 

Another 2015 study conducted by Bromfield, et al, tested the effects of stick force 

gradient on pilot mental demand [11]. A group of twenty volunteer general aviation pilots 

flew traffic pattern takeoffs and landings in a simulator at various stick force gradients. The 

pilots’ mental demands were recorded using the NASA-TLX for assessment. The study 

concluded that a positive1, non-zero stick force gradient reduces mental demand on the 

pilot. This study also states that a low stick force gradient increases mental demand on the 

pilot because it provides them with less situational awareness. 

 The FAA, led by Beringer, evaluated a sample of pilot and non-pilot participants 

on their muscular strength applied to flight controls [9]. Out of a sample of 300 

 
1 Positive stick force gradient refers to an increase in airspeed deviation from trim resulting in 

increasing stick force. 
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participants, approximately only 40% could exert a momentary 40 pound push on the yoke 

and 60% could exert a 40 pound pull. This means that according to FAR §23.173 [12], a 

large portion of pilots would not be able to control an aircraft with flight controls near the 

regulated limit. This also implies that a stick force gradient that is too high can also be 

detrimental to the pilot’s ability to fly an aircraft. 

Taking this further, there must exist an ideal positive stick force gradient that 

provides the proper haptic feedback to the pilot and does not have too high a physical 

demand. Figure 2 provides a visual display of this ideal stick force gradient that minimizes 

the demand on an aircraft pilot. Each pilot may have a different ideal stick force gradient, 

but there exists a range of gradients that encompass the vast majority of pilots. 

 

Figure 2: Theoretical Pilot Demand versus Stick Force Gradient 

The perceptible stick force to a test pilot who has a vast amount of flight 

experience will certainly be different than a private pilot who flies intermittently. It is 

currently, however, test pilots who determine and evaluate the stick force gradient for new 

aircraft. This thesis is meant to initiate the research in determining a defined range of stick 
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force values that is acceptable to the vast majority of general aviation pilots. This 

acceptable range should minimize the pilot’s workload which will in turn decrease the 

number of aviation accidents. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this research was to discover a method for altering the stick force 

gradient of a general aviation aircraft. The method must be safe and reliable when flying, 

in order to provide consistent results. Safety is a key factor in this project because changing 

flight controls can be exceptionally hazardous to the safety of flight. The ultimate goal is to 

evaluate a range of stick force gradients in order to find a suitable range for a large number 

of pilots. This gradient range will provide the pilot with haptic feedback to increase 

situational awareness while at the same time not overburdening the pilot with heavy forces. 

The stick force gradient range will also offer guidance to the FAA for setting regulations in 

order to increase aircraft safety and decrease accident rates. 
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Chapter 2  
Test Equipment 

 

2.1 Test Aircraft 

The test aircraft used for data collection is an experimental Piper Warrior II, 

N618FT, pictured in Figure 3. The Piper Warrior is a four seat, low wing, aircraft with 

non-retractable tricycle landing gear. The airplane is powered by a single Lycoming O-320 

engine rated at 160 horsepower at 2700 RPM [15]. A full list of the aircraft specifications 

can be found in Table 1. 

 

Figure 3: Test Aircraft 
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Table 1: Test Aircraft Specifications 

Airframe 

Aircraft Model PA-28-161 

Serial Number 28-8516048 

Registration Number N618FT 

Fuel capacity 50 gallons 

Empty Weight 1563.1 pounds 

Max Gross Weight 2447 pounds 

Engine 

Model Lycoming O-320-D2A 

Cylinders 4 

Displacement 319.8 in3 

Horsepower 160 

Oil Capacity 8 Quarts 

Performance 

Do Not Exceed Speed 153 KCAS 

Max Structural Cruise Speed 122 KCAS 

Stall Speed (Clean) 50 knots 

Stall Speed (Landing) 44 knots 

Best Climb Rate 710 FPM 

Service Ceiling 13000 feet 
 

2.2 Modifications and Manufacturing 

The goal of this experiment was to change the stick force gradient on the test 

aircraft in such a way as to not create a safety hazard or require a major modification. 

Multiple methods were proposed to achieve the variation in the force gradient. One such 

proposal was to put springs on the shaft of the yoke. This proposal was rejected because it 

would only allow a pushing force on the yoke and limit the ability to measure across the 

full range of deviations from trim. Another plan was to make a pulley system using the 

control cables, but this was also rejected due to the complexity and major modifications it 

would require. The accepted proposal was to vary the stick force gradient by changing the 

pair of elevator trim tab linkages depicted in Figure 4. This plan was chosen because of the 

ease of manufacturing and the minimal effort to change the linkage part on the aircraft. 

This part acts as a mechanical gear ratio and can be swapped with a shorter or longer link 

in order to change the gear ratio. In turn this means the trim tab will move differently 
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depending on the length of linkages that are installed. The hypothesis was that a longer 

linkage means the trim tab will move more and create more force on the yoke that will be 

felt by the pilot. A shorter linkage will make the trim tab move less, therefore, creating 

lower forces on the yoke. 

 

Figure 4: Installed Trim Tab Linkage2 

 Initially, the standard trim tab linkage was measured and found to have a hole-to-

hole length of 3.0 inches and a thickness of 0.069 inches. The linkages were manufactured 

from a 0.0710 inch thick, 12 inch by 12 inch, 4130 Alloy Steel sheet ordered from 

McMaster-Carr [2]. A 3D CAD file was created that had a range of linkage hole-to-hole 

lengths from 2 inches up to 4 inches varying by 0.1 inch increments. A ProtoMAX waterjet 

[6] was used along with the CAD file to precision cut each pair of linkages. The linkages 

were then cleaned in a sand blasting machine to eliminate rust and smooth the surfaces. 

 
2 This image depicts a singular linkage rather than a pair and without the tail cone fairing for more 

visibility. 
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The final step was to powder coat each linkage pair in order to protect the surface from 

further rust or damage. The full set of linkages are portrayed in Figure 5 with their linkage 

lengths noted. 

 

Figure 5: Full Set of Manufactured Linkages3 

2.3 Measurement Equipment 

During flight test, the two primary pieces of recorded data were the yoke force and 

the airspeed. Temperature and altitude were also recorded in flight in order to correct for 

non-standard atmospheric conditions. The yoke force was measured with a handheld dial 

force gauge [7], pictured in Figure 6. This force gauge, Model 916A, has increments of 0.5 

lbf and is capable of measuring a push force as well as a pull force depending on the 

device’s orientation. The force gauge will hold its reading at the maximum value it has 

 
3 Some linkages were manufactured a second time due to defects in the first iteration. A black 

powder coat was used for these linkages as the original color was not available. 
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measured until reset with the small black button below the dial. This allows for the force 

value to be recorded after test point completion and without full attention on the gauge 

reading during the maneuver. 

 

Figure 6: Handheld Force Gauge 

The airspeed and altitude were measured using the aircraft’s installed airspeed 

indicator and altimeter. The analog “steam” gauges were used to record data rather than the 

Garmin G5 [3]. The temperature was recorded using a dial thermometer mounted in the 

windshield which had its sensor tip on the outside of the windscreen. The aircraft 

instruments are shown in Figure 7 and the temperature gauge is in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7: Aircraft Instrumentation (Left: Airspeed, Right: Altimeter) 

 

Figure 8: Outside Air Temperature Gauge 
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Chapter 3  
Test Methodology 

 

3.1 Linkage Effect on Deflection 

An unintended but unavoidable consequence of changing the elevator trim tab 

linkage was that the maximum and minimum deflection of the stabilator would change as 

well. A smaller linkage would decrease both the minimum and maximum deflection while 

a larger linkage would have the opposite effect. This can be a very dangerous effect if the 

range of stabilator deflection makes the aircraft uncontrollable in certain configurations. A 

collection of six linkage pairs, varying in length, were used to determine the relationship 

between deflection angle and trim tab linkage. A PRO360 Digital Protractor [5] was used 

to measure the level trim position for each linkage pair. Initially, the protractor was zeroed 

on the aircraft levelling point seen in Figure 9. For each pair of linkages, the trim point, 

max upward deflection of the trim tab, and minimum downward deflection of the trim tab 

was measured and recorded. The trim point was determined when the trim tab and the rest 

of the stabilator were aligned at the same angle. The trim wheel was not changed in 

between installations of trim tab linkages and the process is pictured in Figure 10. 
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Figure 9: Protractor Levelling 

 

Figure 10: Tail Trim Deflection Measurement 
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 The collected data was graphed in Figure 11 which shows the linear relationship 

between deflection angle and linkage length4. Too far on either end of the linkage length 

would result in controllability problems with the Piper Warrior. The plot shows that 

between two and four inch lengths, the aircraft should still maintain controllability. The 

one concern was the 4 inch length minimum deflection being a positive value, but this was 

correctable by using the trim wheel in the cockpit. 

 

Figure 11: Linkage Length and Deflection Angle Relationship 

3.2 Flight Test Overview 

Each linkage length required its own flight test because the linkages required an 

airframe and powerplant mechanic to physically change out the linkages. The flight tests 

were quite time intensive since landing and maintenance was required between each test. 

 
4 All references to linkage length in this thesis refer to the distance from one hole center to the other 

hole center of the linkage. 
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The flight tests were flown on multiple occasions, spanning several months. Table 3 shows 

the date and conditions of each test flown and Table 4 shows the test matrix. 

3.2.1 Weight and CG 

The aircraft was fully fueled to 50 gallons before each flight to keep the aircraft a 

similar weight for each test configuration conducted. A weight and balance sheet of the 

specific Piper Warrior test aircraft is shown in Table 2 and was the same weight and 

balance for each flight test. The flight envelope with a red cross mark indicating the takeoff 

CG and weight is displayed in Figure 12. The weight and CG of the flight tests should not 

need a correction factor since each test flight was flown in the same configuration. The CG 

change due to fuel burn is not accounted for since weight change is relatively small, and 

the fuel arm is not far from the CG. This information will be useful when further force 

gradient research is done with this aircraft. Center of gravity is an important factor in the 

stick force gradient because as the CG moves aft, the stick force gradient decreases [14]. 

Table 2: Weight and Balance 

Item Weight (lb) Arm (in) Moment (lb-in) 

Basic Empty Weight 1563.12 86.275 134858.178 

Pilot 1 115 80.5 9257.5 

Pilot 2 165 80.5 13282.5 

Back Seat 1 0 118.1 0 

Back Seat 2 0 118.1 0 

Baggage 0 142.8 0 

Fuel 300 95 28500 

Total 2143 86.74 185898 
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Figure 12: Weight and Balance Flight Envelope [4] 

3.2.2 Flight Path and Weather 

Each test was flown in a similar area, but the pathing differed depending on a 

number of factors including, clouds, traffic, and winds. Figure 13 shows an aviation VFR 

sectional chart with the test area outlined in red and a red dot indicating the origin airport. 

Altitude also varied per flight depending on the clouds and the performance with respect to 

weather. 
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Figure 13: VFR Sectional Map of the Test Area [8] 

 Table 3 has a summary of each test flight’s date, weather, and linkage length. 

Originally, the linkage length of 3.0 inches and 3.2 inches were flown first but with 

different test pilots. In order to maintain a consistent weight, CG, and test procedure, these 

two tests were repeated with the same flight test pilot as the other trials. 
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Table 3: Flight Test Summary [16] 

Flight 
# 

Date 
Linkage 

Length (in) 
Weather on the Surface at Melbourne 

International Airport 

1 9/24/2021 3.4 
Winds 8 kt at 030°, Broken clouds at 3500 
feet, 30 °C 

2 9/24/2021 3.6 
Winds 10 kt at 060°, Broken clouds at 2600 
feet, 30 °C 

3 10/15/2021 2.8 Winds 7 kt at 010°, Clear of clouds, 30 °C 

4 10/15/2021 2.6 Winds 11 kt at 040°, Clear of clouds, 29 °C 

5 11/15/2021 3.0  Winds 7 kt at 10°, Clear of clouds, 21 °C 

6 11/15/2021 3.2  Winds 12 kt at 260°, Clear of clouds, 22 °C 

 

3.2.3 Test Procedure 

Prior to each flight, a yoke lubricant was sprayed on the metal shaft of the yoke in 

order to reduce the friction forces. Higher control system friction makes the aircraft 

difficult to precisely trim. This is because the aircraft will appear to be at trim over a large 

band of airspeed making it hard to find the true trim [14]. A stick force gradient was 

determined for three flight configurations: climb, cruise, and approach. The climb 

configuration was full power, trimmed at 90 knots; the cruise configuration was 2300 

RPM, trimmed at 100 knots; The approach configuration was full flaps, idle power, 

trimmed at 80 knots. The range of airspeeds tested in climb were 70 to 110 knots, in cruise 

80 to 120 knots, and in approach 60 to 100 knots. The climb configuration test was 

initiated once clear of Melbourne-Orlando International Airport airspace and to the east of 

the barrier islands, just over the ocean. The airspace above the ocean provides stable air 

with little gusts, updrafts, or downdrafts to interfere with data collection. Once the climb 

configuration data collection was completed, the aircraft was trimmed to cruise and the test 

was repeated. Lastly, the aircraft was set up in the approach configuration and the final test 

performed before landing back at the KMLB Airport. 

This flight testing technique and procedure was derived from Kimberlin’s 

methodology [14]. The flight test is initiated by trimming to the appropriate speed and 

setting the aircraft into the proper configuration. Next the altitude and outside air 
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temperature is recorded for correction factors in the data analysis. It is important to note 

that the altimeter’s Kollsman window should be set to the standard atmospheric pressure of 

29.92 inches of mercury. At the trim point, the yoke force felt by the pilot is always zero 

which is recorded as the first data point. The next data point is collected by pushing the 

yoke until the airspeed is 5 knots higher than the trim speed. Once the aircraft is steadily 5 

knots higher than trim, the handheld force gauge is pressed between the test pilot’s palm 

and the aircraft yoke, maintaining the same speed. The force measured by the gauge is 

recorded along with the airspeed, which may differ slightly from 5 knots higher than trim. 

After the test point is recorded, the aircraft yoke is released and let settle back to the trim 

airspeed. The same test procedure is then repeated using a pull force and maintaining an 

airspeed 5 knots lower than the trim speed. The force gauge positioning is shown in Figure 

14 for both a push and a pull maneuver. The push and pull method is reiterated with 

airspeeds differing from trim by 10, 15, and 20 knots. It is crucial that the trim wheel is not 

moved so as to maintain the same trim for each test point in the configuration. The test 

points alternate between push and pull in order to reduce the altitude gain or loss during 

testing and to minimize hysteresis errors. A total of eight test points were recorded for each 

aircraft configuration, four for pull and four for push. A test matrix is displayed in Table 4 

which shows an overview of the performed flight test configurations. The climb and 

approach configurations differ slightly from the cruise configuration in that the altitude 

changes through the test which requires constant altitude data recording via the altimeter. 

The airspeed data points were corrected based on the altitude they were tested at. 
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Table 4: Test Matrix 

Test 

Case 

Linkage 

Length (in) 

Aircraft 

Configuration 

Throttle Airspeed 

(kt) 

Flaps 

1 

2.6 

Climb Full 90 Up (0°) 
2 Cruise 2300 RPM 100 Up (0°) 

3 Approach Idle 80 Full (40°) 
4 

2.8 

Climb Full 90 Up (0°) 
5 Cruise 2300 RPM 100 Up (0°) 
6 Approach Idle 80 Full (40°) 
7 

3.0 

Climb Full 90 Up (0°) 
8 Cruise 2300 RPM 100 Up (0°) 
9 Approach Idle 80 Full (40°) 

10 

3.2 

Climb Full 90 Up (0°) 
11 Cruise 2300 RPM 100 Up (0°) 
12 Approach Idle 80 Full (40°) 
13 

3.4 

Climb Full 90 Up (0°) 
14 Cruise 2300 RPM 100 Up (0°) 
15 Approach 1300 RPM 80 Full (40°) 
16 

3.6 

Climb Full 90 Up (0°) 
17 Cruise 2300 RPM 100 Up (0°) 

18 Approach 1300 RPM 80 Full (40°) 

 

For the 3.4 and 3.6 inch linkage lengths, the approach configuration had a small 

amount of throttle at 1300 RPM. The trim deflection limitations shown in Figure 11 did not 

allow the aircraft to reach trim airspeed at the required 80 knots when the 2.6 and 2.8 inch 

linkages were installed. The 3.0 and 3.2 inch linkages were retested without power in the 

approach configuration; however, the 3.4 and 3.6 inch lengths could not be redone due to 

time constraints. A similar trim issue prevented a 2.4 inch linkage to be tested because the 

trim setting was at the maximum forward position for the approach test of the 2.6 inch 

linkage. Any smaller linkage than 2.6 inches would have been impossible to trim at 80 

knots, even with idle power. 
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Figure 14: Force Gauge Pull Position (Left) and Push Position (Right) 

With the data collected, a relationship between stick force and airspeed deviation 

from trim can be ascertained. A pull force is considered positive, and a push force is 

considered negative. The raw data sheets from each flight test before data analysis can be 

seen in Appendix A. 
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Chapter 4  
Data Analysis and Results 

 

4.1 Data Reduction 

Each flight test was flown at different altitudes and temperatures which makes the 

data harder to compare since other factors influence the numbers. The data must be 

corrected to a standard altitude and standard temperature to be comparable. The indicated 

airspeed is corrected to find airspeed corrected for atmospheric conditions while the stick 

force remains the same as recorded. All correction equations were taken from Kimberlin’s, 

Flight Testing of Fixed-Wing Aircraft [14]. 

Firstly, the atmospheric pressure ratio is calculated using Equation 1. The 

atmospheric pressure ratio is the ratio between the atmospheric pressure at altitude and sea 

level pressure. 

𝛿 = [1 − (6.87535 ∗ 10−6) ∗ 𝐻𝑃𝐼]5.2561 (1) 

 

 Next, the atmospheric temperature ratio is calculated with Equation 2. This uses 

the measured temperature, converted to Kelvin, over standard sea level temperature. 

𝜃 =
273.15 + 𝑇𝑎

288.15
 (2) 

 

 The temperature and the pressure ratios are used to calculate the density ratio in 

Equation 3, which is the correction factor to standard conditions. 

√𝜎 = √
𝛿

𝜃
 (3) 

 

 The indicated airspeed recorded during flight test is then converted to corrected 

airspeed in Equation 4 using the previously calculated density ratio. 
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𝑉𝐶 = 𝑉𝐼 ∗ √𝜎 (4) 

 

 The stick force measurement is plotted versus the airspeed corrected from 

Equation 4. These plots are key to showing the relationship between airspeed deviation 

from trim and yoke force. This relationship is not necessarily linear and typically follows a 

second order curve. The data collected is displayed in Figures 15 to 32 and represent the 

eighteen test scenarios flown (six linkage lengths with three aircraft configurations each). 

A second order best-fit curve is applied to the data using Excel’s least squares method for 

each case. For each plot, the tangent line to the second order polynomial at the trim is 

calculated using Equation 5 and displayed on the plot.  

𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑘 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑓′(𝑉𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚
) (5) 

This tangent line slope gives the qualitative stick force gradient in lbf/kt when the 

aircraft is at trim. The stick force gradient tangent line was chosen at the trim point because 

the aircraft will be flying at trim airspeed for a vast majority of the flight in all 

configurations. This means the stick force gradient will be equivalent to the slope of the 

calculated tangent line as long as the aircraft is not deviating the airspeed too far from trim. 

The 𝑓′ in Equation 5 refers to the derivative of the second order best-fit curve function. 

4.2 Results  

The plots of each test case are shown in Figures 15 to 32. The blue solid line is the 

second order best-fit curve and the orange dashed line is the tangent line at trim airspeed. 

The orange dot shows the trim location on the curve and the 𝑉𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑚
 at which the tangent 

line is calculated. The slope of the local tangent line at trim is used for comparison as the 

stick force gradient for the test case. The plots also display the equation of the second order 

best-fit curve. 
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4.2.1 Climb Configuration Results 

 

Figure 15: 2.6” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Climb 

 

Figure 16: 2.8” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Climb 
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Figure 17: 3.0” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Climb 

 

Figure 18: 3.2” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Climb 
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Figure 19: 3.4” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Climb 

 

Figure 20: 3.6” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Climb 
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 Examining Figures 15 to 20, the second order fit curve is slightly concave for 

every linkage length in the climb configuration. The 2.8 inch linkage seems to have the 

most curvature in the force versus airspeed plot. This concavity means that the pull side, 

which is positive, requires less force to deviate from trim than the push side. This is a 

typical trend for aircraft to have this second order relationship between airspeed and stick 

force. The 3.4 and 2.6 inch linkages have the highest maximum forces of the climb 

configuration tests. Overall, the difference between the highest (19 lbf) and lowest (15 lbf) 

forces in pull is 4 lbf which is not a high variance. The difference in the highest (20 lbf) 

and lowest (14 lbf) push forces is a slightly higher, 6 lbf. 

4.2.2 Cruise Configuration Results 

 

Figure 21: 2.6” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Cruise 
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Figure 22: 2.8” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Cruise 

 

Figure 23: 3.0” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Cruise 
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Figure 24: 3.2” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Cruise 

 

Figure 25: 3.4” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Cruise 
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Figure 26: 3.6” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Cruise 

 Figures 21 to 26 show the stick force gradients for each linkage length in the cruise 

phase of flight. All test cases have a small coefficient for the second order term in the curve 

fit. This results in the cruise configuration have an almost linear trend to the data as 

compared to climb or approach. The maximum pull force in cruise was from the longest 

3.6 inch linkage at 18 pounds. The maximum push force was from the shortest linkage at 

16.5 pounds of force. For the most part, as the linkage length increases, so does the 

maximum pull force. The push force on the higher end of the airspeed scale does not vary 

greatly between linkage lengths. 
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4.2.3 Approach Configuration Results 

 

Figure 27: 2.6” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Approach 

 

Figure 28: 2.8” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Approach 
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Figure 29: 3.0” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Approach 

 

Figure 30: 3.2” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Approach 
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Figure 31: 3.4” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Approach 

 

Figure 32: 3.6” Linkage Stick Force Gradient in Approach 
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 The approach configuration in Figures 27 to 32 have much more significant 

curvature than the other two configurations of cruise and climb. The curvature for each 

linkage is concave with the exception of the 2.6 inch linkage. The 3.2 inch linkage has the 

most concavity of any other test case which means the push and pull local gradients differ 

the most compared to other tests. The highest force was 45 pounds of push in the 3.2 inch 

linkage which is significantly higher than any other push force in the approach 

configuration. 

4.2.4 Results Overview 

 

Figure 33: Stick Forces for Each Linkage in Climb 
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Figure 34: Stick Forces for Each Linkage in Cruise 

 

Figure 35: Stick Forces for Each Linkage in Approach 
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 Comparing the stick force curves for each configuration in Figures 33 to 35 reveals 

that the approach phase of flight has the highest forces, especially when pushing, compared 

to either climb or cruise. Climb had the next highest forces while cruise had the lowest 

range of stick forces. Maximum force required is indicative of the stick force gradient 

where typically a higher force results in a higher stick force gradient. There is a slightly 

different zero force trim point for each linkage by examining the second-order curves. This 

difference in trim is caused partially by the corrections and partially by the uneven forces 

between the push and pull. These plots also highlight the differences in non-linearity 

between the cruise and approach phases of flight. The approach configuration has much 

more curvature when compared to the cruise configuration which is nearly linear. 

 Table 5 displays the slopes of each of the tangent lines shown in Figures 15 to 32. 

The tangent line slopes at trim are referred to as the stick force gradients in lbf per knot. 

Higher forces are felt by the pilot as they deviate from trim and are reflected by a more 

negative gradient. 

Table 5: Stick Force Gradients at Trim 

Linkage 
Length (in) 

Stick Force 
Gradient in 

Climb (lbf/kt) 

Stick Force 
Gradient in 

Cruise (lbf/kt) 

Stick Force 
Gradient in 

Approach (lbf/kt) 

2.6 -0.855 -0.829 -0.982 

2.8 -0.945 -0.772 -0.967 

3.0 -0.747 -0.709 -1.054 

3.2 -0.831 -0.833 -1.341 

3.4 -1.042 -0.886 -1.261 

3.6 -0.976 -0.942 -1.038 
 

 The stick force gradient table shows the true relationship between linkage length 

and stick force gradient. The 3.0 inch, original length, linkage had the lowest stick force 

gradient in both the climb and cruise configuration. In these two configurations, both the 

shorter linkages and the longer linkages have a larger stick force gradient. On average the 

smaller three linkages have a more positive stick force gradient than the larger three for all 
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flight configurations. The steepest stick force gradient overall was the 3.2 inch linkage in 

the approach configuration while the shallowest was the 3 inch linkage in the cruise 

configuration. The difference between these two stick force gradients is 0.632 lbf/kt. One 

of the most consistent parts of the data is when comparing the stick force gradients 

between configurations for the same linkage length. In cruise, the stick force gradient was 

reliably lower when compared to the other two configurations with same linkage length. 

Similarly, the approach configuration always had a higher gradient than climb or cruise 

with the same linkage. 
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Chapter 5  
Conclusions 

 

5.1 Results Evaluation 

It is evident from the results that the trim tab linkage lengths had an effect on the 

stick force gradient of the Piper Warrior. This stick force gradient, however, did not 

perform as expected with the variation in linkage length. It was expected that a decrease in 

linkage length would decrease the stick force gradient and an increase in linkage length 

would increase the stick force gradient. On average, the three smaller linkages did have 

lower gradients in the climb, cruise, and approach configuration compared to the longer 

three linkages. However, it is important to note that the stick force gradient did not increase 

consistently with increasing linkage length. This is displayed in the climb and approach 

data where the 3.6 inch linkage has a lower gradient than the next smallest, 3.4 inch 

linkage. In addition, the two smaller linkages had a steeper gradient in climb and cruise 

compared to the 3.0 inch linkage, which was not predicted. Interestingly, in the climb and 

cruise configuration, the original 3.0 inch linkage had the lowest stick force gradient of the 

six lengths tested. 

The maximum push force applied was during the 3.2 inch approach configuration 

where the force hit 45 lbf. This is quite a high force and according to the FAA muscular 

force study by Beringer, over 60% of participants would not be able to achieve this amount 

of force on the yoke [9]. This highlights the dangers of having a high stick force gradient, 

since many pilots would not be able to succeed in reaching the required force to push the 

aircraft significantly off trim. 

One consistency with the stick force gradient data is that the approach 

configuration always had the highest gradient while the cruise almost always had the 

lowest for each individual linkage. This shows that once the flaps are down, in a landing 

configuration, there is an increase in stick force felt by the pilot. This stick force is 

disproportionally felt in the push direction. This may have been an unintended 
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consequence in the aircraft design, but it does indicate the pilot will make smaller 

longitudinal adjustments when they use the same force on the yoke. This is a positive 

design aspect since in an approach, there is a high pilot workload, and the haptic feedback 

is essential for the aircraft operator. The research by Bromfield on a Cessna 152 and 150M 

shows an opposite affect for these aircraft [10]. Both the 152 and 150M saw a decrease in 

stick force gradient in a landing configuration with the flaps down. This is most likely due 

to the fact that the Cessna aircraft are high wing, and the Piper aircraft are low wing. The 

difference in wing location affects how the air flows over the tail once the flaps are 

deployed. Bromfield’s research also shows the Cessna 150M with its highest stick force 

gradient of -0.148 lbf/kt and the Cessna 152 at -0.306 lbf/kt, both of which are significantly 

lower than any gradients in the Piper Warrior. In order to achieve a low stick force gradient 

in the Piper Warrior, a different method of changing the gradient would need to be 

employed. 

Although the linkage lengths resulted in a change of stick force gradient, there was 

little correlation between length and gradient magnitude. The varying linkage lengths had 

an unintended consequence of altering the elevator trim deflections, which affected the 

conditions of the flight test. With this method, it is difficult to achieve a lower stick force 

gradient in the same magnitude as the Cessna 152 and 150M from Bromfield’s research. 

5.2 Experimental Errors 

A major contributor to error in this experiment was friction in the control system. 

With high friction in the controls, there is a band of airspeeds that make the aircraft appear 

to be in at trim condition. The forces due to friction resist the change in elevator deflection 

and as a result, decrease accuracy of the measurements from the stick force gauge. The co-

pilot (right) yoke column had a large amount of rust which increased the friction compared 

to the pilot (left) side which was smooth metal. A lubricant was used on the yoke column 

to reduce the friction, but this was only a portion of the total friction in the system. 

Another factor in the error was the difference between power settings in the 

approach mode among the linkages. The 2.6 and 2.8 inch linkage changed the trim 
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deflection, so the aircraft was unable to reach the 80 knots required for the approach test 

without setting the power to idle. The 3.0 and 3.2 inch linkage tests were redone to 

accommodate the zero throttle setting, but there was a limitation on time to retest the 3.4 

and 3.6 inch linkage. The difference in power setting seemed to affect the data in the 

approach configuration since there is a clear increase in push force required from 2.6 to 3.2 

inches, which suddenly drops with the 3.4 and 3.6 inch links. Overall force is higher in 

climb with full power compared to the forces in the lower cruise throttle setting, which 

further support that power setting affects the stick forces. 
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Chapter 6  
Further Recommendations 

 

It is clear that changing the linkage lengths does not result in a consistent change in 

stick force gradient. In future studies, the entire control system should be inspected for 

issues that may increase friction and to lubricate each component in order to minimize 

these concerns. If this research is to move to a handling qualities study with a sample of 

pilots, there would need to be a better method of changing stick force gradient. The linkage 

length method may be successful if there is a way to modify the stabilator so the trim 

deflection, in Figure 11, is not significantly impacted by linkage length. A lot of issues 

stemmed from the trim deflection angle changing with linkage length which created 

multiple limitations when flight testing. Other methods, as discussed in Section 2.2, would 

be changing the stick force gradient using a pulley system on the flight controls or using 

springs. These options should also be explored. One method, which would require major 

time and monetary investments, would be to use an active inceptor which provides stick 

forces via actuators inside the inceptor stick [1]. These actuators can be calibrated to 

respond in any way desired and allows for exact predetermined stick force gradients to be 

programmed. However, this method for flight test is extremely expensive and complex 

because it requires a complete redesign of an aircraft’s control system. 

Another study that could shed light on the situation would be testing the stick force 

gradients of multiple, commonly flown GA aircraft. These stick force gradients could then 

be compared with the aircraft’s respective accident rate to see if there is a correlation 

between lower gradients and higher accident rates. Stick force gradients for general 

aviation aircraft is an important area of research that is overlooked in FAA regulations. It is 

vitally important that this subject of study find a consistent method of changing stick force 

gradients and obtain feedback from a sample of pilots in order to potentially reduce general 

aviation accidents. 
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Appendix A: Raw Data Flight Cards 
 

 

Figure 36: 2.6” Flight Data Card 
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Figure 37: 2.8” Flight Data Card 
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Figure 38: 3.0” Flight Data Card 
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Figure 39: 3.2” Flight Data Card 
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Figure 40: 3.4” Flight Data Card 
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Figure 41: 3.6” Flight Data Card 


